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Let S be a regular semigroup and Con S the congruence lattice of S. If g is an isomorphism 
class of semigroups and Q aCon S, then we say that u is over @’ if the idempotent @asses belong 
to P. On Con S we can introduce the relations U, V, 7;) T, and Tas follows: if Q, 6 E Con S, then 
we say that Q and 0 are U- [V-, T,-, T,-, T-1 related if both Q/Q t-10 and @/@II 0 are over completely 
simple semigroups [rectangular band, left groups, right groups, groups]. It is shown that U, V, 
7;, 7, and 7 are complete congruences on Con S. Various other characterizations of these con- 
gruences on Con S are obtained. Some of the congruences are studied for completely regular semi- 
groups, orthodox semigroups and bands of groups. Further, since for any regular semigroup 
S, Yfl Til7; is the identity relation, we obtain a subdirect decomposition of Con S. 
Introduction 
The congruence lattice of a regular semigroup derives its importance from the 
central position taken by the congruences in any serious study of regular semi- 
groups. The fact that any congruence on a regular semigroup is uniquely determined 
by its kernel and its trace induces first decompositions of the congruence lattice of 
a regular semigroup. Recent results of the authors [I I] concerning congruences on 
a regular semigroup make it possible to consider further decompositions of the con- 
gruence lattice. 
Another approach to the study of congruences on a regular semigroup is the con- 
sideration of congruences all of whose idempotent classes belong to some important 
class of regular semigroups. This point of view is in a sense dual to considering con- 
gruences whose associated quotients belong to a given class of semigroups. 
Our purpose here is to study the lattice of congruences on a regular semigroup 
by considering both the congruences with idempotent classes in a class of completely 
regular semigroups and the decompositions of the congruence lattice. For the 
former, we consider congruences whose idempotent classes are completely simple, 
or belong to classes related to completely simple semigroups, and for the latter, we 
introduce four new complete congruences on the congruence lattice. 
In Section 1 we summarize the notation and terminology to be used in the paper 
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and prove a few auxiliary statements. The purpose of Section 2 is the introduction 
and the study of the properties of the relation % on a regular semigroup. Its prin- 
cipal importance stems from its relationship with congruences whose idempotent 
classes are either completely regular or completely simple. A restricted form of this 
analysis is performed in Section 3 for the relation “Y and its relationship with the 
congruences whose idempotent classes are rectangular bands. We introduce in Sec- 
tion 4 the relation U on the congruence lattice and prove that it is actually a com- 
plete congruence. A similar analysis can be found in Section 5 for the relation V/and 
in Section 6 for the relations T, T, and T. The results obtained easily lead to three 
subdirect decompositions of the congruence lattice in Section 7. Some of the con- 
gruences which appear in the paper are studied in Section 8 on completely regular 
and orthodox semigroups and on bands of groups. 
1. Preliminaries 
We use the standard terminology and notation of semigroup theory. We shall 
however recall some concepts here and list a few of their basic properties which will 
be used without further comment. 
Throughout this paper S stands for a regular semigroup. For XC_ S, E(X) denotes 
the set of idempotents of X. If XE S, then V(x) is the set of inverses of x; if x belongs 
to a subgroup of S, then x0 is the identity of that subgroup. 
On E(S) we introduce relations sI and I, as follows: 
el,f H ef=e, e+f H fe=e 
(e, f E E(S)). We remark that I =+n<, is the natural partial order on E(S). 
The complete lattice of congruences on S is denoted by Con S. Let Q be any con- 
gruence on S. Lallement’s lemma states that every idempotent e-class contains an 
idempotent. Indeed, if XQ is an idempotent e-class, then xyx is an idempotent in XQ 
for every YE V(x2). We shall use the following slightly stronger result: 
Lemma 1.1. Let Q be a congruence on S. If a@5 be in E(S/@), a, bES, then there 
exist e, f E E(S) such that elf, a@ = ee and be = fe. 
Proof. Choose y E V(b*) and put f = byb. Choose XE Vdfafaf) and put e=fafxfaf. 
It is routine to verify that e and f satisfy the required properties. 0 
If e, f E E(S), then S(e, f) =fV(ef)e is the sandwich set of e and f. The following 
properties concerning sandwich sets are used throughout: 
Result 1.2 (Nambooripad [9]). Let e, f E E(S). Then eS(e, f) US(e, f), S(e, f) and 
S(e, f) U S(e, f )f are rectangular bands. Zf Q E Con S, then S(e, f )e c S(e@, fe). q 
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Result 1.3 (Nambooripad [9]). Zf a, b E S, Q’E V(a), b’~ V(6) and h E S(a’a, bh’), 
then ab = ahb and 
hgahgahb = ab9hbBh. 0 
If 0 is an equivalence relation on S, then 0” denotes the greatest congruence con- 
tained in 8. If 19~ and o2 are equivalences, then (0, n0,)’ = 6: n0; (see [I 11). Let 
Xc S. We denote by Bx the equivalence that corresponds with the partitioning of 
S into X and S\X. A congruence Q saturates X if X is a union of e-classes. It is 
easy to see that 0; is the greatest congruence that saturates X. The equality on X 
will be denoted by cX. If t9 is an equivalence on S and y an equivalence on S/B, 
then we define 7 on S by 
VY * (xe)Y(Ye) (&YES). 
Obviously 7 is an equivalence relation containing 8. 
If Q is a congruence relation on S, then tr Q = Q IEcSj is the trace of Q and ker Q, 
the kernel of Q, is the union of the idempotent Q-classes. On Con S we consider the 
relation K which is given by 
eK0 # kere=ker@ (Q, 8 E Con S). 
The relation K is an equivalence relation on Con S; K is in general not a congruence. 
However for Q E Con S, the K-class QK is an interval [eK, eK] of Con S (see [ 111). 
We will use the notation eK and eK extensively. 
2. The equivalence relation % 
After introducing the concepts of a congruence over a class of semigroups Z, the 
group part of a regular semigroup and the relations 01%,, ozd, and “21, we establish 
here a number of remarkable relationships of these notions. The main results pertain 
to characterizations of congruences over completely regular or completely simple 
semigroups or right groups in terms of their containment in some of the equivalence 
relations *2d,, % or 57 or their relationship to the natural partial order or proper- 
ties of their kernels. 
Definition 2.1. Let Z be a class of semigroups. A congruence Q on a regular semi- 
group S is Over s if all idempotent @-classes belong to Z. 
Definition 2.2. For any regular semigroup S, the group part, G(S), is the union of 
all group Z-classes of S. 
We are now ready for some preliminary results. 
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Proposition 2.3. A congruence Q on S is over completely regular semigroups if and 
only if ker Q c G(S). 
Proof. If Q is over completely regular semigroups, then every element XE ker Q 
belongs to a subgroup of S and consequently XE G(S). 
Suppose that ker Q c G(S). For XE ker Q, let x-’ be the inverse of x in the max- 
imal subgroup H,. From XE ker Q it follows that xex2 and thus also that x@x3. 
Therefore we have 
X -‘=(x~‘)“Xe(X~‘)2X3=X. 
Hence xP1 EXQ and XQ is a completely regular semigroup. 0 
Corollary 2.4. The congruence 8&s, is over completely regular semigroups. 0 
The following example makes clear that B&, is in general not the greatest con- 
gruence on S over completely regular semigroups: 
Example 2.5. Let C be the bicyclic semigroup generated as an inverse semigroup by 
a, where aa ~’ is the identity element of C. Let Z be the additive group of integers 
and 
y7:a -man+-m+n (m,nE N). 
Then ~7 is a homomorphism which induces the least group congruence on C. Let S 
be the strong semilattice of the semigroups Z and C with the connecting homomor- 
phism ~7. One verifies easily that E K is the least group congruence on S and that 
0&., is the Rees congruence induced by the canonical homomorphism S-tS/.Z. 
From &K V d&,, = w we see that the congruences over completely regular semi- 
groups do not form a sublattice of Con S. As a result there is no greatest congruence 
over completely regular semigroups. Further, in our example, we have E(S)= 
ker EC ker B&, but E K 9.4 (e&,,)K = ezcs,. 
Our basic notion is the following: 
Notation 2.6. For any a, b E S, we put 
a@,6 * for any eEE(L,), f EE(Lb) there exist g EE(L,)~E(R~) 
and h E E(Lf) nE(R,), 
a%,b w for any e EE(R,), f E E(R,) there exist g E E(R,) nE(Lf) 
and h E E(Rf) n E&J, 
and 
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Lemma 2.1. The relation 42, is an equivalence such that 39 c @2d, and %, ~35 = E~(~). 
Proof. Let e( %21, fl <)f. Then there exists gEE(R,)nE(Lf) and thus 
f = fg (since f9g) 
=feg (since eEg) 
=efg (since e5f) 
=ef (since fgg) 
=e (since esf). 0 
We are now ready for the first main result of this section. 
Theorem 2.8. For a congruence Q on S, the following are equivalent: 
(i) eC @,; 
(ii) Q is a congruence over completely simple semigroups; 
(iii) Q n 5 = cEcSj. 
Proof. (i) = (ii). For XE ker Q, let X’E V(x) and h E S(x’x,xx’). From [12, Section 31 
it follows that xeh. We thus have xex*Qxh. Since XX’E E(R,) and xhx’e E(R,,), we 
find (xhx’)( uzd,n<)(xx’). By Lemma 2.7 this yields xhx’=xx’. Hence xhLRxhx’= 
XX’BX. Since xhgh, we get xh E R, fl L,. It follows that there exists gEE(L,)n 
E(R,). 
From xeh we get that x%,h. Since XX’EE(R,) and hxx’EE(Rh), we find 
(hxx’)( W,n~)(xx’). By Lemma 2.7 this yields hxx’=xx’. Hence hS?hxx’=xx’Bx. 
We conclude that x E Hh . 
We have proved that ker Q c G(S). By Proposition 2.3, Q is a congruence over 
completely regular semigroups. From Q c O%d, and Lemma 2.7 it follows that no dif- 
ferent comparable idempotents can be @-related. Therefore the idempotent @-classes 
are completely simple. 
(ii) = (iii). If e(en<)f, then e and f are comparable idempotents in a completely 
simple semigroup and thus e = f. 
(iii) * (i). Let XQY, e E E(R,) and f E E(R,). We choose h E S(e, f) so that 
(ee)a (xe) = (ye)% (fe) 
and thus S(e@, f@) = {ee}. We further have he E S(ee, f@) whence bee. From this it 
follows that ehee. Consequently eh(efl<)e and therefore eh = e. Further, since 
(ee)9?(&), we find that (hf)e = (he)(fe) = (ee)(fe) =fe and we see that (hf)ef. 
As a consequence we have hf(efls)f and therefore hf =f. We have proved that 
e= ehLPh%hf =f. By symmetry we may conclude that Q c 021,. 0 
Corollary 2.9. A congruence Q on S is over completely simple semigroups if and only 
if eC u21. 
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Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.8 and its dual. 0 
Corollary 2.10. The congruence %Yp = *2dp = 02d” is the greatest congruence over 
completely simple semigroups. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 2.8 and Corollary 2.9. 0 
Remark 2.11. We state without proof that 
au2db o u HOP= u Ht,‘, 
a’t V(a) b’E V(b) 
In the light of this, Corollary 2.9 coincides with part of [7, Proposition 2.21. 
Another characterization of congruences over completely simple semigroups was 
given in [lo]. 
We now set out to show that for any congruence Q over completely regular semi- 
groups the equivalence en ozd is a congruence over completely simple semigroups. 
We shall need an auxiliary result. The proof of the following lemma was suggested 
to us by B. Alimpic and considerably simplifies our proof in an earlier version: 
Lemma 2.12. Let Q be a congruence on S over completely regular semigroups. If 
e,, e2, f eE(S) are such that e, (e n 9? )e2, then there exist h, E S(e,, f) and h, E 
S(ez, f) such that h, (Q fl 59 )h2. 
Proof. Let h, ES(~,, f). Since hl =hlel~hle2 we have by Proposition 2.3 that 
h,ez E G(S). We put h2 = (hle2)” and we readily see that hl (Q f3 52 )h2. We shall now 
prove that h, E S(e,, f). Since h,Bh, sr f, we have fh2 = h2 whereas h2Xh1e2 yields 
h,e2 = h2. 
We put T= {XE S 1 XQ EE(R~,,~)~)}. Since E(Rc,,fje) is a right zero semigroup 
and since Q is a congruence over completely regular semigroups, we conclude that 
T is a completely regular semigroup. Since e,hl EE(R,,~) we have e,h, E T. From 
elh, <e19Ze2 it follows that e,h,e2EE(Re,f), whence er hle2E T. Further, elhlee2h2 
yields e2h2 E T. Let h E S(e2, f). Then e2h is an idempotent with e2hBed@el f and thus 
e2hE T. We have that e2h2~h23k’hle2~elhle2 in S, so that in Te2h2~elhle2~e,hl, 
that is, e,h2gelhl. We have eJ=ezhf, thus e2h2 =e2hfhz(, e,h. We conclude that 
D elh, = De2hz< Dezh in the poset of g-classes of T. This, together with ezhz<, e2h 
yields e2h29Zezh~e2f. From this it follows that ezfh2ef= e2h2ezf= ezf, thus h2 E 
f Wd)e2 = S(e2, f ). 0 
The second main result of this section may now be established. 
Theorem 2.13. Let Q be a congruence on S over completely regular semigroups. 
Then 
(i) en % is a congruence on S over completely simple semigroups, 
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(ii) ker ,Q = ker(@ fl %), 
(iii) for every e E E(S), 42 IeQ = 8,, . 
Proof. (i) Let a( 021fl e)b for some a, b E S and let c E S. Since a %,b, there exist 
e, E E(L,) and ez E E(L,) such that e,%e,. In S/Q we have (e,e)g!(ae) = (be)9(eze) 
so that e,e = eze. We consequently have e,(efl Z )e2. We choose C’E V(c) and 
put f = cc'. By Lemma 2.12 there exist h, E S(e,,f) and h2 E S(e,,f) such that 
h,(0+,. 
Since aQrb, there exist f, EE(R,) and GLEE such that f,9f1. There exist 
a’~ V(a) and b’~ V(b) such that aa’=f,, a’a-e,, bb’=f, and 6’6 =e2. Clearly 
a’E Lf,nR,, and b’E Lf2flRez, where Lfi = Lf2 and R,, = R,,. From a’2f2Bb it 
follows that a’b E R,, fl L, = H,,. Further (a’b)&a’a) = e, . 
Let 
We can easily verify that 
forms a subband of S/Q. Since Q is over completely regular semigroups, we have 
that T, is a completely regular semigroup. We obviously have el, e2 E T, and by 
the above also a’b E T,. Obviously also h,, h2 E T, . Further we have that a’b E He, 
in both S and T,. It follows that (a’bh2)9(e2h2) since g is a right congruence. 
We find that h,~h,~(e,h,)~(a’bh,) in T, and since T, is completely regular, 
this entails h,a’bhr%h, and thus h,Z(h,a’bh,). Since E is a left congruence, 
this implies (ah,)B(ah,a’bh,) in S. We have h,+a’a and thus ah,a’~E(S). Fur- 
ther ah,a’a=ah, gives ah,a’~E(R,~,). Moreover, ah,a’bh2b’b=ah,a’bh, yields 
(ah,a’bh2b’)S(ah,a’bh2). We conclude that (ah,)S(ah,a’)B(ah,a’)(bh2b’) where 
ah,a’~E(S). Similarly, (bh2).B(bh2b’)S(bh2b’)(ah,a’) where bh,b’EE(S). 
Let 
We know that ac5?~ah, and so by the above aha’~ T,. In view of (ac)@=(bc)~, a
similar argument gives bhb’ E T2 . Since E(RC,,,,) is a right zero semigroup and since 
Q is over completely regular semigroups, T2 is a completely regular semigroup. 
From (ah,a’)B(ah,a’)(bh,b’) and (bh,b’)Z(bh,b’)(ah,a’) we now infer that ah,a’ 
and bh2b’ are g-related in T,. Let g, EE(R,,) and g2 eE(RbC). We have gl,g2E T2 
and g,.%(ah,a’), g,%(bh,b’). Consequently g, and g2 are g-related in T, and there 
exist g3,g4EE(S) such that g,Rg3gg,3g49g,. We conclude that (ac) %,(bc). 
Next let 
T,={~ESIX~EE(L~,,),)}. 
From h,srcc’ we have c’h,c~E(S). Further cc’h,c=h,c gives c’h,c~E(L~,,). We 
know that h, cgac whence c’h, c E E(L,,). A similar argument gives c’h,c E E(L,,). 
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Therefore we have c’hrc~ T, and in view of (ac)~(hc) we also have C’/QCE T,. 
Further, 
(c’h,c)(c’hZc)=c’h1h2c (since h, 5, cc’) 
= c’h,c (since h, B?Rh,) 
and similarly (~‘h~c)(c’hr c) = c’h, c. Consequently c’h, cBc’h,c so that, c’h, c and 
c’h2c belong to the same G@class of T,. Let k, EE(L,,) and /QEE(L~,). Then we 
have k,, k2 E T3 and k,2?c’h,c, k#?c’h2c. consequently k, and k2 are B-related in 
T, and there exist k,, k,EE(S) such that kl~%k3~k29?k,~k,. We conclude that 
(ac) @,(bc). 
We have proved that (ac) a(&). Clearly we also have (~c)@(~c) since a&,~. There- 
fore (ac)(~fr %)(bc) and et’7 Q is a right congruence. In a dual way we can show 
that Q fl % is a left congruence. Hence Q fl uz1 is a congruence and from Lemma 2.9 
we infer that efl *i?l is over completely simple semigroups. 
(ii) Let XE ker Q. Then XE G(S) since Q is over completely regular semigroups. 
Hence XE H, for some eEE(S). If x- ’ is the inverse of x in HP, then x@x2 gives 
x=&&& x=e. One verifies easily that 6%~ a%. We thus have x(~fl @)e and 
conchrde that ker p c ker(ef7 a). The reverse inclusion is trivial. 
(iii) Let eEE(S), a, b E ee and aQllb. Then a, b E G(S) since Q is over com- 
pletely regular semigroups, and a’, 6” E ee. Further, XC GY and aO&a @b*b’ 
gives a0 02Gb”. Hence there exists GEE such that a”LZ?g.%b”. We then have 
a “92a”b O.LZ?b ’ in S. Since e@ is a regular subsemigroup of S, we also have 
a”~a”b”~b” in e@ and thus aCBe,b. 
Let a, b E ee be such that aSBa,, b: Let 
Then E(R,) is a right zero semigroup and since Q is over completely regular semi- 
groups, we find that T is completely regular. Clearly e@ is a completely regular sub- 
semigroup of T and aCBj,b implies that a and b are 5@-related in T. Let f E&R,) 
and g E E(Rb). Then f, g E T and f, g, a and b are all g-related in T. Therefore there 
exist h, k E E(S) such that f~h~gBkLZ?f. We conclude that a %,b. Dually we may 
show that a”4,b and thus a( 4% lee)b. El 
We now deduce a number of consequences of the above theorem. 
Corollary 2.14. A congruence Q on S is over completely reguiar semigroups if and 
on/y if eK is over completely simple semigroups. 
Proof. Necessity. If Q is over completeIy regular semigroups, then en % is a con- 
gruence over completely simple semigroups and ker Q = ker(@n %) by Theorem 
2.13. Hence @,c_ en %YG GV and by Corollary 2.9 we have that ,Q~ is over com- 
pIetely simple semigroups. 
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Sufficiency. If ,qK is over completely simple semigroups, then ker Q = ker eK c G(S) 
and by Proposition 2.3 we then have that Q is over completely regular semigroups. 
0 
Proposition 2.15. If e is a congruence on S over completely simple semigroups, then 
e c %&, . 
Proof. Let a E G(S) and aQb for some b ES. From Theorem 2.8 and its dual we 
know that Q c Q. Since aerb there exists geE(S) such that a”9g3b and since 
a+V,b there exists h E/Z(S) such that a”Bhgb. We consider the set 
Since E(R,) is a right zero semigroup and since Q is over completely simple semi- 
groups, we conclude that T is a completely regular semigroup. We clearly have 
a O, g, h E T in view of the above and because a@ = be. Since gga o 92h in T, we con- 
clude that there exists feE(S) such that gBf9h. Since we also have gBbYh, it 
follows that b E HJ, that is, b E G(S). We have proved that Q saturates G(S) and 
conclude that Q c %&,. 
Corollary 2.16. A congruence Q on S is over completely regular semigroups if and 
only if ker Q c ker 8&r. 
Proof. Necessity. If Q is over completely regular semigroups, then by Theorem 2.13, 
Q fl @Y is over completely simple semigroups and ker Q = ker(e fl a). From Proposi- 
tion 2.15 it then follows that @II Ozd c %&, whence ker(gn O&21) c ker B&s,. We con- 
clude that ker Q c ker %&,. 
Sufficiency. If ker e c ker %&,,, then ker Q c G(S) since obviously ker %&, c 
G(S). Therefore the desired result now follows from Proposition 2.3. q 
Corollary 2.17. We have OtiO = %&s,fl 02d. 
Proof. Let Q be a congruence on S contained in Oa. Then Q 5 %&, by Proposition 
2.15 and thus Q c %&,,n O%1. 
Since %&,, is over completely regular semigroups by Corollary 2.4, we see that 
%&,fl O& is a congruence by Theorem 2.13(i), which establishes the reverse inclu- 
sion. 0 
As an analogue to Theorem 2.8 we now have the following: 
Theorem 2.18. The following conditions on a congruence on S are equivalent: 
(i) e C 3; 
(ii) Q is over right groups; 
(iii) tr@cZR; 
(iv) en+=eE(Sj. 
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Proof. (i) * (ii). Let Q C Be. Then Q c %%r since obviously 9? c %Yr. By Theorem 2.8, 
e must be over completely simple semigroups. Since Q c Hip, idempotent Q-classes 
cannot contain different g-related idempotents and so Q is over right groups. 
(ii) * (iii). Trivial. 
(iii)-, (iv). If e(@nlr)f, then ef=f since eBf and ef=e since ccl f. 
(iv)*(i). From (Q~Qc_(Q~zQ=E~(~) and Theorem 2.8, we derive that Q c_ oar, 
Let a@ for some a, b ES. Since Q c 4?2d,, there exist e E E(R,) and f E E(Ro) such 
that egf. Since a~ =& we have (ee)B(fe). This together with (ee)g(fe) gives 
e@ =f~. We infer that e(e Cil,)f and so e =f. It follows that a@Ze=fBb and thus 
ecz. L1 
We remark that in [5] it is found that every congruence which is contained in 99 
saturates G(S). This immediately follows from Proposition 2.15 and Theorem 2.18. 
Corollary 2.19. The congruence 8 o is the greatest congruence on S over right 
gl@0l4fS. 
Proof. The proof is immediate from Theorem 2.18. U 
Remark 2.20. There is, in general, no greatest congruence over rectangular groups. 
For consider a completely simple semigroup S where both W and $P are over rec- 
tangular groups and g = 5? V 8 is not. 
Prom Theorem 2.18 and its dual we may derive the following well-known result: 
Corollary 2.21. A congruence Q is over groups if and only if Q c ti; ,tiO is the 
greatest such. 0 
3. The equivalence relation ‘V 
We introduce here the equivalence Y on a regular semigroup and prove an 
analogue of Theorem 2.8 for it. This is preceded by some auxiliary statements which 
provide additional information. The main theorem also has several interesting con- 
sequences. 
Proposition 3.1. For a congruence Q on S the following are equivalent: 
(i) Q is over bands; 
(ii) ker Q = E(S); 
(iii) e C 8&; 
(iv) ker Q c G(S) and Q f7 42 is over rectangular bands; 
(v) eK=&. 
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Proof. (i) # (ii). Obvious. 
(ii) * (iii). If ker Q = E(S), then Q saturates E(S) and thus Q c B,&). 
(iii) * (iv). Let Q G G&). Then ker Q c ker B,“,,, = E(S) and thus ker Q = E(S) c 
G(S). Hence Q is over bands and by Theorem 2.13, ~(l 4Y is over completely simple 
semigroups. We also have ker(etl a) = ker Q =E(S) and so QII % is over rec- 
tangular bands. 
(iv) * (v). From ker Q c G(S) it follows, in view of Proposition 2.3, that Q is over 
completely simple semigroups. Hence by Theorem 2.13, ker Q = ker(@ fl %). Since 
Q fl 49 is over rectangular bands we have ker(e fl “2) = E(S) and so ker Q = E(S) and 
thus eK = E. 
(v) = (ii). Obvious. 0 
Definition 3.2. The congruences characterized in the above proposition are called 
idempotent pure (also idempotent determined). 
We now introduce some further notions. 
Notation 3.3. On S we define a relation Y by 
a Wb * V(a) = V(b) (a, b E S). 
Definition 3.4. Let L,, L, E S/g, then L, and L, are similar, in notation L, -L,, if 
E(L,)UE(L,) is a rectangular band. Dually, if R,,R,eS/%, then R, and R, are 
similar, in notation R, -R,, if E(R,) UE(RJ is a rectangular band. 
The following characterization of the relation V is a variant of [7, Lemma 2.11. 
This characterization will be useful in our subsequent considerations. 
Lemma 3.5. For any a, b E S we have a Vb if and only if the following three condi- 
tions hold: 
(i) &-Lb? 
(ii) R, - Rb , 
(iii) for some [al/] e sE(L,), f E E(R,), we have a=fbe. 
Proof. Necessity. We suppose that V(a) = V(b) and choose eEE(L,), ge E(L,). 
There exist c, d E V(a) = V(b) such that e = ca and g = db. From c, d E V(a) it follows 
that 
a(cad)a = a, (cad)a(cad) = cad, 
and thus cad E V(a) = V(b). Consequently bcadb = b and thus 
(eg)2 = cadbcadb = cadb = eg 
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so that egEE(S). Further, since dE V(a) = V(b) we have 
egda 
geEE(S) and eggegg. 
Therefore L, - L, and dually, R, - Rb. 
Let e EE(L,) and GEE. There exists CE V(a) = V(b) such that e= ca and 
f = ac. Further, ac, bc E E(L,) and therefore 
fbe = (ac)(bc)a = aca = a. 
Sufficiency. We next suppose that L, - Lb, R, - Rb and a = fbe for some f E E(R,) 
and eE E(L,). Let b’E V(b). From f E E(R,), bb’E E(R,,) and R,- R, we find 
bb’fbb’= bb’ and thus 
blfb = b’(bb’fib’)b = b’bb’b = b’b. 
From e E E(L,), b’b E E(L,) and L, - Lb we find b’beb’b = 6’6 and thus 
beb’= b(b’beb’b)b’= bb’bb’bb’= bb’. 
It follows that 
and 
blab’= b’fbeb’= b’bb’= 6’ 
ab’a =jbeb’fbe =fbb’be =@e = a. 
We conclude that V(b) c V(a). 
Since e a-Lb there exists m E E(L,) such that eBm. Since R, - Rb there exists 
n EE(R~) such that fgn. We further have 
nam = nfbem 
=nbm (since nLZ?f and eBm) 
=b (since n%bLPm). 
By symmetry we may now conclude that V(a)= V(b). Cl 
Corollary 3.6. “J’c 42. 
Proof. If a^Yb, then by Lemma 3.5 we have L, -L, so that a qcz, b. By symmetry, 
we obtain that aOZcb. 0 
The following result slightly generalizes [7, Lemma 2.1(c)]: 
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Lemma 3.7. If eEE(S), then e-Y is a rectangular band. 
Proof. Let XE e”K Then e E V(e) = V(x) and therefore exEE(R,) and xeEE(R,). 
Hence x=xex= (xe)(ex) is an idempotent since R, - R, by Lemma 3.5. 
If f, g E e ‘V, then by the foregoing we have f, g E E(S). Since f%‘g we further have 
that RJ -R, by Lemma 3.5. Consequently fg EE(S) and fafggg. Clearly RJ= Rfg 
and Ls -L, = Lffi by Lemma 3.5. Since f=fdfg)f we now infer from Lemma 3.5 
that fg W’. Hence eW forms a band. In view of Lemma 2.7 and Corollary 3.6 we 
know that e W cannot contain different comparable idempotents and so eY is a 
rectangular band. 0 
The equivalence of conditions (i) and (ii) in the following theorem is part of 
[7, Proposition 2.31. This theorem represents an analogue of Theorem 2.8. 
Theorem 3.8. The following conditions on a congruence Q on S are equivalent: 
(i) Q is over rectangular bands; 
(ii) ec 02d and en&=&; 
(iii) Q C W. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). That Q c %/ follows from Corollary 2.9. Let a(@ nx)b and a’E V(a). 
Then aa’eba’ and so ba’EE(S) since Q is over rectangular bands. However, since 
b2a’aBa’ we have bZZba’2a’, that is, ba’xaa’. Consequently ba’=aa’ and 
b=ba’a=aa’a=a. 
(ii) 3 (iii). Let aeb and choose eEE(L,), f EE(Lt,). Since Q c %i, there exist 
g, h E E(S) such that e.%g9f.%hge and so eaefgf and efG%g. From (e#Z(ae) = 
(be)g(ge) and (ee>a(ge) it follows that eeg. Therefore (ef)&f) =g and so 
ef(@fl<X’)g. Since @f-l%= E we have ef =g. Thus E(L,) UE(L,) is a band which is 
clearly rectangular. We conclude that L, -L,. In a dual way we can show that 
R,- Rb and that for m EE(R,) there exists n EE(R~) such that m(@ng)n. We 
have mbe,qmae=a since a@b and maage. Now mgnBb gives m3?mb9b9?g. 
Hence mb9gBe and thus mbambege. Since also mbBmBag!e we get a-Xmbe. 
We conclude that a(@ 0 Z@)mbe and thus a = mbe. By Lemma 3.5, L,- L,, R, - R, 
and a = mbe which together imply that a “yh. 
(iii) * (i). This follows immediately from Lemma 3.7. 0 
Corollary 3.9. Let Q be a congruence on S over completely regular semigroups. Then 
Q is over bands if and only if e fl % = Q n V. In such a case Q rl “Y is over rectangular 
bands. In particular, ‘V’ = B&, fl @ = O&s, n Y’ is the greatest congruence over 
rectangular bands. 
Proof. Let Q be over bands. Then from Theorem 2.13 we know that @fl %! is over 
completely simple semigroups and that ker(Q fl a) = ker Q = E(S). Hence Q fl ozd is 
over rectangular bands. By Theorem 3.8 this gives etl uz1 G W and thus ~fl O/J c 
en Y By Corollary 3.6, we have ‘Y/c @ so that etl %=@n % 
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Conversely, let ,Q be a congruence over completely regular semigroups such that 
~fl %=efl %‘. By Theorem 2.13, @fl %G is a congruence and kere=ker(en 4Y). It 
follows that @fl Y is a congruence contained in % By Theorem 3.8 we have 
ker(efI “v) =E(S). Consequently ker Q = ker(efI a) = ker(@n V) = E(S) and ,Q is 
over bands. 
From the foregoing and the fact that 8&,, is a congruence over bands we con- 
clude that 8&,, tl %Y = 8&, n V/is a congruence over rectangular bands. If ,Q is over 
rectangular bands, then Q c 6,“,,, n 4Y by Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 2.9. There- 
fore 8.&n CIU is the greatest congruence over rectangular bands. That W” is the 
greatest congruence over rectangular bands follows immediately from Theorem 3.8. 
Corollary 3.10. A congruence ,Q on S is over right zero sernigroup~ if and onfy if 
Q c %‘/Tt 92. The congruence ( ‘Vfl52 )” is the greatest congruence on S over right zero 
semigroups. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 2.18 and 3.8. ii 
Corollary 3.11. Let Q be a congruence over bands. Then Q is over right regular bands 
if and only if Q fl ‘VC 32. In such a case, Q fl ‘Y is over right zero semigroups. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollaries 3.9 and 3.10. U 
Example 3.12. Let M= *A(Z, G, A; P) be a Rees matrix semigroup such that G = { 1, c} 
is a two-element group, I=/1 = (1,2) and 
p= I ’ 
( > 1 c’ 
Let {a, b) be a two-element right zero semigroup and p : a -+ (1, 1, l), b -+ (1, 1,2). Let 
S be the semigroup which is a sturdy semilattice of the semigroups {a, b) and M with 
the connecting homomorphism p. Then {a, b} is the only non-trivial WV-class and Y* 
is a band congruence. Consequently Vis not a congruence. Since S is a normal band 
of groups, it follows that the intersection of Y with a congruence over completely 
regular semigroups need not to be a congruence. 
4. The congruence relation U 
We introduce here a relation U on the lattice Con S and prove that U is actually 
a complete congruence. In the course of doing this, we also establish that the classes 
of U are intervals and characterize their least and greatest elements. 
Notation 4.1. On Con S we define a relation U by 
QUO H (~f-k)=(efk) (e, 0 E con S) 
where I denotes the natural partial order on E(S). 
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It is clear that U is an equivalence on Con S. We now proceed to describe the 
classes of U. To this end we need some preparation. 
Lemma 4.2. If Q E Con S, then (efl$* is the least element in QU. 
Proof. From (Q~~)c(Q~z%)* it follows that (~n%)~_(~n1)*n5. On the other 
hand (ens)* 2 e implies that ((eflcc)*n$ c (efl$ and therefore the equality 
((Q (7 <)*i7 I) = (Q 0 I) takes place. We conclude that QU(Q fl s)*. 
If BE&J, then (@n$=(8n+ and thus (@n~)*==(Qni)*G@. q 
We shall show that each U-class has a greatest element and proceed to give a 
description of this greatest element. 
Notation 4.3. If Q is a congruence on S, then 02ds,,[( ‘@s,e),,( %,,,),I is the Q- 
[ ai-, Qlr-] relation on S/Q. We recall that for a, be S, 
_____ 
a @s,, b e (42) *.v@ (be). 
-._ 
A similar observation can be made for the relations ( Qs,,)[ and ( @s,e)r. 
Lemma 4.4. Let Q be a congruence on S. Then for a, b ES, we have a (@s,,),b if 
and only if for all e, f E E(S) such that with Q’= (Q nl), 
e(@e’a )a, f(Q’a )b> (1) 
there e.xist g, h E E(S) such that 
g(W)e, g(=%?‘)f, (2) 
h@We, 
-- 
h(-%W’. (3) 
Proof. Let a( ql,,,),b and e, f E E(S) be such that (1) is satisfied. Then we have 
(a@)( *s,,),(bQ), ee E E(R,,) and f@ E E(R,,). Consequently there exists XQ E E(S/Q) 
such that (e@)~(~@)~(~@). 
We have S(e@, f@) = (xQ}. Choose h E S(e, f). We find that 
he E S(e, f )e L We, fe) = {w> , 
that is, he=xe. From (he)JZ(ee) we find that e@ = (ee)(he) -(eh)e. We further 
remark that eh E&‘(S) with eh9h and ehre. Thus h9feh)e’e. DualIy we see that 
hB(hf)e’f and (3) is satisfied; (2) follows similarly. 
Conversely, let a, bE S be such that for all e,fEE(S) where (1) holds, there exist 
g, h E E(S) such that (2) and (3) are satisfied. Let XQ E E(RR,,) and ye E E(Rb,). By 
Lallement’s lemma there exists m E E(S) such that XQ = me. Choose n EE(R,) and 
Ed Sfm, n). By the fact that (m@)~~n@) we find that 
ee E S(m, n)e c S(me, ne) = (me), 
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and thus e~=m~=x@. Further, from e@%n@ we see that no= =(en)e. 
Remark further that en E E(S) with en.%e and en 5 ~1. We thus obtain eBen@‘nBa, 
and hence eBe’&a. Similarly we can show that there exists feE(S) such that 
fe =y~ and jY?e’Bb. By our hypothesis there exist g, h E E(S) such that (2) and (3) 
hold. Consequently we have that g@, he E E(S/@) with 
and 
xe = (ee)a kePr(fe) = ye 
xe= @ePVePR(fe)=re. 
We conclude that (a@)( Qs,,),(be) and a( es,,),b. 0 
Corollary 4.5. If @UB in Con S, then (Q,,,), = (a,,,),. 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 4.4 and the fact that (efll) = (ens). 0 
Lemma 4.6. If Q is a congruence on S, then (( %s,Q)r fls) = (Q nr). 
Proof. If e((%21s,e),ns)f, then (ee)((%s,Q),ns)(f@) so that by Lemma 2.7, we 
have e@ =fe. We conclude that (( %Is,e)rn’) c (en<). The reverse inclusion ob- 
viously holds since Q c (Q,,,),. q 
Lemma 4.1. If Q E Con S, then m” = m” = 5’ and this is the greatest 
element in e U. 
Proof. Since Q is a congruence contained in (as,,),, we ha;e Q C_ m” C_ 
( O&s,O)r. From Lemma 4.6 we deduce that (en<) = (( d%s,Q)r r\ll) and hence 
(ozds/,“U~. If BE@U, then we have from Corollary 4.5 that Bc_ (%s,e)r = (ol%s,Q), 
and thus also that 85m”. 
In a dual way one can show that (02ds/,o’ is the greatest element of QU. Hence 
we have 
PGJ~“=O,o=O,o~~” 
= (( o&s,_0 ), n (OZls/e)’ = ( as,@ )t n ( %e ),’ 
=uzGs/QO. EI 
Notation 4.8. For Q E Con S we put 
eU = (Q n o*, &I”==? 
We are finally ready for the desired result. 
Theorem 4.9. If e is a congruence on S, then QU is the interval [Q~,Q”] of Con S. 
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Proof. Let ~,<E@U be such that <cc. Then (<f)+=@n~)=(jn$. Hence, if 
[ C 0 r [ for some 19 E Con S, then (Qfls) = (Q n 5) which implies that 8 E QU. We 
conclude that QU is a convex subset of Con S. The desired result now follows from 
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.7. 0 
The next result provides a number of different characterizations of the relation U. 
Theorem 4.10. For congruences Q and 19 on S the following are equivalent: 
(i) cue; 
(ii) (*s/J, = ( O~s,O),; __ ____ 
(iii) %s,{> = U2ds,0; 
(iv) Q/(Q fl t?) and I3/(@ n 0) are over completely simple semigroups. 
Proof. That (i) implies (ii) is the content of Corollary 4.5; (ii) implies (i) by Lemma 
4.7 and Theorem 4.9. Similarly, (iii) implies (i). 
From (i) one derives (ii) as indicated above. Dually, (i) implies that (es,,), = 
(9&s,,),. Therefore (i) implies 
= O@,/, -
We have proved that (i) implies (iii). It remains to show the equivalence of (i) and 
(iv). 
(i>= (iv). Assume that @UB. Then (QI~I)=(B~I)=(Q~O~~). Let 
a@ n 0 m n 69 E w4~ n 69) 
be such that (a(@ n e)) 5 (b(e n 8)) and (a@ fl Q)>(e/(e fl e>)(b(e n 0)). By Lemma 
1.1, there exist e, f E E(S) such that esf and a(@ n t9) = e(e fl@, b(@ fIti) =f(e fle). 
From (e(e fl B))(e/(@ fJ e))(f(e fl 0)) it now follows that e&. Since we also have e 5 f 
we get e(enr)f. From (~135) = (@II Bfls) we conclude that e(enO) =f(efle). 
Consequently we find that ((e/Q fle)) fl5) = E~/(~~~,. From Theorem 2.8 we thus 
have that Q/(Q fl 0) is over completely simple semigroups. Similarly, e/(e n 0) is over 
completely simple semigroups. 
(iv) * (i). Let e(e fl r)f where e, f E E(S). Then (e(e tl O))(e/(@ fl @)(f (e fl0)) and 
(e(e n 0)) 5 (f (e fl e)). Since Q/(Q rl0) is over completely simple semigroups, this 
implies, in view of Theorem 2.8, that e(eflO) =f(eflO). We obtain that (~05) c 
(Q fl0) c Q and therefore also (~131)~ G (@II 8) c Q. By Theorem 4.9 we have 
(efl @Cl@. In a similar way we find that (Q~O)UO so that QUO. 0 
We next proceed to show that the relation U is a complete congruence on Con S. 
Again we need some preparation. 
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Lemma 4.11. Let @, 8 E Con S be such that B is over complete/y simple semigroups. 
Then (Q v @Ue. 
Proof. We suppose that for some XQ, ye EE(S/.Q), with XQCYQ, we have 
(xQ)((Q V B)/~)(ye). By Lemma 1.1, there exist e, f E E(S) with esf such that XQ = e@ 
and ye = f~. From (e@)((@ V ~)/e)(~~) we have that e(@ V B)fand therefore there exist 
a,, . . . . a,, ES such that 
f = aoeal da2 .. . Ba, = e. 
For Osjz~n choose gjEE(R,,). We shall show that the following statement holds 
for every 0 5j zz n : 
there exists t5j E E(S) such that hj((tr e)=P(tr Q))S and 
hj(@R(@ns>)gj* 
This statement holds true if j=O for we may choose ho =f. 
We next suppose that 1 ~jc n and that the statement holds for the value j- 1. 
We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. ajPleaj. Choose hjES(hj_r,gj). From 
it follows that (hj_rQ)g(gjQ) and thus S(hj_le,gj-le)=(hj~le). We have 
so that hj(tr e)hj~ 1. Using our induction hypothesis we find that 
whence hj((trQ)g(tr &)f. From Ajtj”rgj we have that hjahjgjrgj. Further, hjQ= 
(h_ le)~(gje) gives gie =(hj&(gie)=(hjgj)e- We conclude that hj(Z(QQnl))gj. 
Case 2. aj_lf3aj. By Theorem 2.8 we have that 8~ a*, SO there exists ICE 
E(L,_,)nE(R,). In S/B we then have (k8)g(gj- ,8) and (ke)~(gje)~(aje)= 
(aj_ rB)3?(gj_,0). This implies that gJ_ t@c. Our induction hypothesis claims the 
existence of hJ___ r EE(S) such that hj_ r((tr @)g(tr@))f and hj_ 1sg(Qflr)gj_ 1 for 
some g EE(S). From gsgj_ ,.9?k we infer that gggs k and from gj_ 1 Ok it 
follows that g= gj_ ,gBkg. Since 0 C_ Q7 and since hj_l@gO(kg), there exists hjE 
E(Lh, ,)nE(R,,). Therefore hjghj_ r((tr e)g(tr e))f, which by [II, Theorem 2.61 
gives h,((tr &Z(tr Q))$ Furthermore, gegj_ i and kggj_ i give kgekg;- 1 = k SO that 
hja (kg)(e n r)k~gj. 
From kg5 k92gj we derive that (kg)B(kggj)rgj, and from (kg)ekBg; we find that 
(kggj)e(kgj) =~i. We conclude that hjB(kggj)(Qn<)gj. 
Using induction we thus find that the above statement holds for all Oz~j<uz. 
Choosing g, =f and g, = e we know that there exists h E E(S) such that 
f(@r e)g(tr e))h(B(e n r))e. 
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In S/Q we find that (&~)g(k~)a((e~). This together with ee”.,@ yields 
eQ = (ee)(&) = (ee)(~e)(~e) = (me) = (&Me) =f& 
We have proved that (((Q V 67)/e) il r) = E~(s/~). By Theorem 2.8 this implies th&‘. 
(Q v 0)/e is over completely simple semigroups. By Theorem 4.10 we conclude that 
(~V~)~@. 0 
Lemma 4.12. If Q, 0 E Con S are such that 8 c Q, then 0, c eU and B” C Q ‘. 
Proof. It is immediately clear that 8”~ eu. We next consider XQ, YQ E S/Q such that 
(X~)~((~ u V e)/e) t-l I)(Y@). 
By Lemma 1.1, there exist e, f~ E(S) with e If such that XQ = e@ and YQ = fe. There- 
fore we have e(BUv&f and elf. Consequently we have also (e@)((e’V@)/B)(.@) 
and eBcj8. It follows that 
and 
(~e~)(~/~))(((~ u V e);o)/(e/s))f(fe)(e/s)) (4) 
(@@(e/Q) 5 ((f@(e/@)). (5) 
Since 8~8” and OGQ, we have that (B”v~)/B=(B”/~)v(~/B). By ‘Theorems 
4.9 and 4.10, B’//B is over completely simple semigroups, so that by Lemma 4.11, 
(O”/@V(~/Q) is L/-related to Q/B in Con(S/B). Consequenlly ((e’/VQ)/@u(Q/@. 
By Theorem 4.10 this implies that ((8’ v Q)/@/(Q/~) is over completely simple semi- 
groups. But this is equivalent to saying that ((~~‘v@)/~)/(~/~)n~ = &~~(s/~~/~~,,~)). 
ConsequentIy (4) and (5) gives (e@(e/tY)=(fB)(e/@, from which we infer that 
ee =JQ. We conclude that ((B’ve)/e) fl< = E~(~,~). By Theorem 2.8 this implies 
that (B’vQ)/Q is over completely simple semigroups. By Theorem 4.10 we then 
have Q~‘(@~vQ). Using Theorem 4.9 we obtain 8’~ f?‘V@C,o”. 0 
We will need a lattice theoretic result of independent interest. 
Lemma 4.13. Let L be a complete lattice and y be an equivalence on L such that 
for every xE L, xy is an interval [X,,in,x,,, 1 of L. Then y is a coInpiete congruence 
on L if und on/y if for each X, y E L, XS_Y implies that Xmi, Sy,in and x,,,,, my,,,, 
Proof. Necessity. Since y is a congruence, xcy implies that (x,,,Vy)y(xVy)=y 
whence y 5 x,,, vysylnax and therefore ,~,,~5y,~~~. A dual argument shows that 
*min 5Ymin * 
Sufficiency. Let @ be a family of elements of L. For any XE *q, Iet x’ be an ele- 
ment of L such that xyx’. We put @‘= {x’ IXE @‘“I>. For every y E g we have 
V,ut,F x2 y, thus 
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It follows that 
=5 v x,,,= v (X’),,,L v x’. 
mm x E 9 YES’ X’ER’ 
From this we find that 
By symmetry, the equality 
(,y1 x)max = (I.rJj. xt>,,, 
holds. Consequently we have 
(Ls x~Q!~rxr)- 
In a dual way we can prove that 
We now collect the needed parts to deduce the principal result of this section. 
Theorem 4.14. The relation U is a complete congruence on Con S. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 4.9 and Lemmas 4.12 and 
4.13. c1 
5. The congruence relation F’ 
We introduce here a relation V on Con S and prove by means of the useful 
Lemma 4.13, that Y is actually a complete congruence on Con S. In the process of 
proving this result, we characterize the classes of V in several ways as well as the 
least and the greatest element in each V-class. 
Notation 5.1. On Con S we put V= UflK. 
Since both U and K are equivalences on Con S, so is V. 
Lemma 5.2. Let L be a complete lattice and y, 6 be e~~~va~en~es on L such that for 
every XE L, 
.v = b$dl, xS=[xg,x6] 
ctre intervals of L. Then for x E L, 
x(yc36)= [X,W~&XYAX6] 
is an interval of L. 0 
The proof is routine and is omitted. 
Notation 5.3. For Q E Con S we put 
6?V=6?Uv@K, Qv=Q”nQK. 
Theorem 5.4. If Q E Con S, then Q V is the interval [Q”, Q “I of Con S. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 4.14, [l 1, Proposition 5.141, 
and Lemma 5.2. 0 
We proceed to give another characterization of Q “. 
Notation 5.5. If Q is a congruence on S, then %“sIe is the W-relation on S/Q. Fur- 
ther, for any a,bES we put 
Lemma 5.6. If @WE Con S, then for every aE S, 
{~ES~~Q~V(~~)}={~ES/~~EV(~O)}. 
Proof. Let XQ E V(ae) where a ES. Then (ax)@ E E(R,,) so that CIXE ker Q = ker 0 
and thus (ax)8 E E(S/B). Further, (ax)~ 8(ae) implies that (a~)@( %ds,,),(ae). By 
Corollary 4.5 and Theorem 4.10 we find that (ax)B(%s,,),(aB). Hence, for ABE 
E(Rud), there exists ~0 E E(L,,) n E(R(,,,) and it follows that (@)((a~)@ E R,,, = 
R uH. However, y0 E E(R,,) implies that (ya)6’= (ye)(aQ) = a0 and thus also that 
(yH)((ax)e) = (( ya)e)(xe) = (a@(xe) = (ax)8. We conclude that (ax)BE E(ROB). Con- 
sequently we have that (a@(xe)(ae) = ((ax)@(&) =aB. In the same way we can 
show that (x0)(&)(x@ =x8 and thus x0 E V(a0). By symmetry, the required equality 
holds. 3 
Corollary 5.7. If Q ve in Con S, then z=G. 
Proof. Let al&,b. Then (a~) w,,,(b~) and so V(ae)= V(@). We then have 
V(a0) = l/(M) by-Lemma 5.6 which gives a %&Q 6. The desired result follows by 
symmetry. 1T1 
Lemma 5.8. For any Q E Con S, Q”= Go. 
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Proof. Since Vs’s/e C es,@ by Corollary 3.6, we have that Q c ‘KS,, c “KS,, . Con- 
sequently Q CT%&’ 
0 
by Theorem 4.9. If XE ker ‘V&Q , then xG”e for some 
GEE. Hence XV&~ e and so (xe) Vs,,(ee). Since e@ E&S/Q) we have from 
Lemma 3.7 that also xi EE(S/Q) which implies that XE ker Q. As a result we see that 
ker ws/e’ C ker Q. The reverse inclusion obviously holds since Q G z0 and there- -..- 0 
fore @K %$,@ . We conclude that @VG’. ~ I_ 
If OEQV, then ‘V’s,, = 
0 
that so 
V&o by Corollary 5.7 and so 8 c Y&, . We have proved 
is the greatest element of QV. By Theorem 5.4 we thus find that 
Q”=SO. D 
Theorem 5.9. For congruences Q and 8 on S the following are equivalent: 
(9 eV& 
(ii) for any aES, 
(XES~XQE V(ae))=(xES/xB6 V(a@)], 
(iv) Q/Q n 0) and s/(e 0 6) are over rectangular bands. 
Proof. That (i) implies (ii) is the content of Lemma 5.6, and the proof of Corollary 
0 -----D 
5.7 yields that (ii) implies (iii). Further, (iii) implies that ‘ZG,@ = ‘Ks,, which in 
conjunction with Theorem 5.4 and Lemma 5.8 gives part (i). 
(i) * (iv). By Theorem 5.4 we have (en 0) VQ and so by Lemma 5.8 it follows that 
Q c=;:‘. Consequently ,o/(en@ G ‘Ks,~ena,, and by Theorem 3.8 we see that 
@/(en 0) is over rectangular bands. Similarly, @/(en@) is over rectangular bands. 
(iv) * (i). From Theorem 4.10 we already have e&9. Let XE ker @. Then XQX’ and 
thus also (x(e 8)) = (Xx(@ n 8)j2. It f0110ws that X(Q 
6)), that is, x(e n is (Q/(Q fl @)-related S/(Q n 
Since Q/(Q fl.9) is over rectangular bands, implies that x(@flB) 
have thus proved that Q C_ ker(enB). the 
reverse inclusion obviously holds have Q = ker(@ n I!?). By symmetry 
that Q = ker(e fl0) = 0. Hence QKB, we conclude that Q I’V. 
show that the Con S. 
Lemma 5.10. Let Q, BE Con S be such that 0 is over rectangular bands. Then x@y, 
where x E ker Q, implies that y E ker Q. 
Proof. We choose eEE(L,),fEE(RY). From Theorem 3.8 we know that -x’vy, and 
hence by Lemma 3.5 it follows that LX- L, and R, - R, . In particular, there exist 
rrz~E(L_,,)flE(R,) and nEE(RY)flE(Lf). Again by Lemma 3.5 we find that 
y= nxm. From (~~)~~(y~) = (x~)~~e) and (~~)~(f~) we infer that nd=fll and 
we may similarly prove that m0 = e0. Choose h E S(e, f). Since XE ker Q and 
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(ee)g(xe)Z((fe), we have he E S(e, f>e c s(ee, &J) = {xe} and thus he = xe. We con- 
clude that 
y = (nxm)~(nhm)Q(fhe) = h. 
Since Q c V by Theorem 3.8 and since by Lemma 3.7 h ‘P’ is a rectangular band, it 
follows that nhm E E(S). Hence y E (nhm)e yields y E ker e. 0 
Lemma 5.11. Let Q, 6~ Con S be such that Q is over rectangular bands. Then 
(@VQ)V@- 
Proof. From Lemma 4.11 we already know that (e v @CT@. We shall now prove that 
ker Q = ker(e v 0). 
Let e(e v 0)a for some e E E(S) and a E S. There exist x0, . . . ,x,, E S such that 
e=x,ex,Qx,...x,_,Qx,=a. 
Using Lemma 5.10, a simple inductive argument shows that x, E ker e for every 
01 is n. In particular a E ker e. We have proved that ker(ev Q) c ker e. Since the 
reverse inclusion obviously holds we conclude that (QV B)KQ and so (@V@L’@. 0 
Lemma 5.12. If Q, 6’ E Con S are such that 13 c Q, then 0” c Q” and 6’ ‘c ,Q ‘. 
Proof. From Lemma 4.12 we find that Q,c_ eu and from [12] we have eKc eK. 
Hence 
From Lemma 4.12 we have 8’ G e ’ and therefore QCQVC~~CQV~~CQ~. By 
Theorem 4.9 it follows that (@VeV)Ue. By Theorem 5.4 we have QVQ” and so by 
Theorem 5.9, 13 “/Q is over rectangular bands. Hence by Lemma 5.11 we see that 
(@V e q/e = ((e/e) v (e ve)) V(Q/@ 
in Co&S/Q). In particular ker((e v 19 “)/@ = ker(@/Q). Let XE ker(e V 8 “). Then 
X(@ v e qx2 and hence (xQ)((e v 0 ‘)/Q)(x’O) = (~0)~. It follows that XQ E 
ker((e v 0 ‘)/tl) = ker(e/Q). Consequently we have that (xQ)(~/Q)(xQ)~ = (x2@ and 
thus xex2, that is, XE ker e. We have proved that ker(ev Q ‘) = ker e and conclude 
that (e v 13 “)I@. As a result we find that (@V 6’ “) VQ. By Theorem 5.4 we then have 
6vcQvevcQv. q 
Theorem 5.13. The relation V is a complete congruence on Con S. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 5.4 and Lemmas 5.12 and 
4.13. 0 
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6. The congruence relations I; and T, 
We now introduce relations q and T, and perform an analysis for them similar 
to that for V in the preceding section. We also consider the relation T and establish 
several relationships and characterizations of these relations. 
Notation 6.1. On Con S we define relations T and T, by the following: for 
e,eEConS we put 
e7ie H (en5,)=(en5,), 
@r,d H (@ns,)=(enI5,). 
It is obvious that T and T, are equivalence on Con S. 
Notation 6.2. If Q E Con S, then gs,@ and ZCv,@ denote Green’s relations on S/Q. 
For any a, b E S we put 
ags,, b @ (ae)gs,e (be), 
aBsje b * (ae)as,e (be). 
The following thoerem shows that the notation in 6.1 is concordant with the nota- 
tion in [II]. 
Theorem 6.3. For Q, BE Con S the following are equivalent: 
(9 eT@, 
(ii) (Q n s,)* = (8 n s,)*, 
(iii) tr(QV%)‘= tr(eVB)‘, 
(iv) QVZ=~V.~?, 
(v) ss& = z,,, , 
(4 (ev 92) JEcSj = (@J 3 1 IEcSj, 
(vii) Q/(Q fl8) and O/(Q fl19) are over right groups. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). Obvious. 
(ii)=(i). Since (~nl,)*c_~, we have that ((@fI~+)*n+) c (en+). On the other 
hand (Q tl I,) c (Q n +)* implies that 
(enI,)=((@n~,)n~,)r(@nI,)*nI,. 
We conclude that (~n~,)=((~n~,)*n~,) and similarly, (0fl~,)=((t9n+)*n+). 
Therefore 
that is, eT,d. 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii), (iii) and (iv), (iii) and (vi) follows from [l 1, 
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Theorem 4.12, Lemma 6.5, Theorem 4.71. 
From [ll, Lemma 2.61 it follows that %s,e = Q V 3 and as,0 = BV a, SO that (iv) 
and (v) are equivalent. 
It remains to show that (vii) is equivalent to any of the statements @-(vi). 
(i)= (vii). Then (~fl1,)=(0n$) yields @fl+)=(~nBfls,) and by the equiva- 
lence of (i) and (v) we find that ads,@ = Z,s,cens,. Since obviously Q c B.sje we thus 
have that ~c.%~,,,o,, and e/(enO)~~e,,,,,,,. By Theorem 2.18 we then have 
that @/(en@ is over right groups. Similarly, 0/(~fl@ is over right groups. 
(vii) = (i). Let e,feE(S) be such that e(en~,)J We then have e@ =f~ and 
hence e(e/(e tl @> =~(Q/(Q fl0)). Since Q/(Q n 0) is over right groups, it follows 
that e(@nB)~sj~,no,f(@nO) by Theorem 2.18. It follows that (ef)(en0)= 
(et@ n @)(f(e f-lo)) =f(e rl0) so that (e@(f@ = (ef)e = fd. On the other hand, es, f 
yields e= ef, whence eB = fe. We conclude that e(enqf. We have proved that 
(en+) c (On+); the reverse inclusion follows by symmetry. 0 
Notation 6.4. For Q E Con S we put 
In view of [ll, Theorem 4.121 and Theorem 6.3 we have the following: 
Theorem 6.5. If Q E Con S, then QT, is the interval [err, Q Tr] of Con S. q 
From our definition of T, in Notation 6.1 it immediately follows that T, is a 
complete n-congruence on Con S. From our characterization of T, in Theorem 
6.3(iv) it follows that T, is a complete V-congruence on Con S. Consequently T, is 
a complete congruence on Con S. That T, is a complete congruence on Con S also 
follows from [l 1, Theorem 4.7 or Lemma 6.51. In view of our characterization of 
T, in Theorem 6.3(v) also [8] shows that T, is a congruence on Con S. We thus have 
the following: 
Theorem 6.6. The relation T, is a complete congruence on Con S. q 
Proposition 6.7. T, c U. 
Proof. If eT,O then Q/(Q~ e) and e&n 8) are over right groups by Theorem 
6.3(vii) and thus @UB by Theorem 4.10. 0 
We now turn to the relation T. 
Notation 6.8. On Con S we put T= T fl T,. For Q E Con S we put 
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Theorem 6.9. If@ is a congruence on S, then QT is the interval [Q~, Q ‘1 of Con S. 
The relation T is a complete congruence on Con S. 
Proof. The proof is immediate from Lemma 5.2, Theorems 6.5 and 6.6 and their 
duals. 0 
___ . .._ _- 
Notation 6.10. For Q E Con S, we put ZJ~?~,~ = gs,@n Rs,Q and Z’s,Q = JJ?s,Q fl Es,e. 
One readily verifies that for any a, b E S, 
axsjQ b H (ae)zs,, (be). 
Proposition 6.11. If Q E Con S, then 
63 = (tr e)*, &Z&0 
Proof. The proof of the first formula follows from the results in [I 1, Sections 3 
and 41. We further have that 
io~=efine~= (ev~~on(ev~)o=((evx)n(ev~))~. 
___ 
From ill, Lemma 2.61 we have that Q v L!? = 2s,e and Q v G%? =&?s,Q. Consequently, 
Theorem 6.12. For congruences Q and 6 on S the following are equivulent: 
(0 eT& 
(ii) tre=tr 8; 
(iii) en$=sns, and efis,=OiTs,; ___ - 
(iv) **We = Cgsls; 
(v) Q/(Q n 0) and O&n 19) are over groups. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i), (iii), (iv) and (v) follows from Theorem 6.3 and its 
dual and from Proposition 6.11. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from the 
results of [ 11, Sections 3 and 41. [I1 
That T is a complete congruence on Con S was also proved in I‘& f%117131. 
Theorem 6.13. On Con S we have T,nK= T,fl V. If@ is a congruence on S, then 
e(7;n V) is the interval [Q,,vQ~,,Q"~Q~] of Con S. For congruences @ and B on 
S we have Q(T, fl V)e if and only if e/(e no) and O/(&J f7 19) are over right zero semi- 
groups. 
Proof. By Proposition 6.7 we have ??,nK= 7”fl U(?K= 7”fl V. From Theorems 
5.13 and 6.6 it then foliows that r,fl V is a complete congruence on Con S, 
whereas e(T;nV)=[evver,,eVneT’] for @EConS folIows from Lemma 5.2 and 
Theorems 5.4 and 6.5. The remaining part in the statement of the theorem follows 
from Theorems 5.9 and 6.3. q 
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7. Subdirect decompositions of ConS 
From the results obtained heretofore, we now deduce easily three different sub- 
direct decompositions of Con S. 
Lemma 7.1. In S we have 
7mK=(7;nK)n(r,nfq=7;n vnr,=m V=&ConS. 
Proof. From T= 7;fl T, it follows that 
73-m=(7jfw)n(7pw) 
and 
7;nvnr,=mv. 
From Theorem 6.13 and its dual we find that 
(7;nzqn(7pK)= 7jn vn r,. 
If e(rfIK)e for Q, 6’ E Con S, then tr Q = tr 0 by Theorem 6.12 and ker Q = ker 8. 
Consequently we have Q = B by [2] or [ 11, Corollary 2.111. Hence TnK= =zCnn s. 0 
Theorem 7.2. For any regular semigroup S, Con S can be decomposed into a sub- 
direct product in three different ways, namely 
(i) of (Con S)/(7;nK) and (Con S)/(T,fIK), 
(ii) of (Con S)/7;, (Con S)/V and (Con S)/q, 
(iii) of (Con S)/T and (Con S)/V. 
Proof. From the results obtained so far we know that T, T,, T,, V, 7;nK and 
T,nK are complete congruences on Con S. The required result thus follows from 
Lemma 7.1. q 
8. Some special cases 
We provide here a number of illuminating statements concerning eU for any 
congruence Q on a completely regular semigroup. We then obtain the corresponding 
results for ,Q’ when Q is a congruence on an orthodox semigroup. We close the 
paper by analogous statements for ,Q ’ when Q is a congruence on a band of groups. 
We start with congruences on completely regular semigroups. 
Proposition 8.1. If S is a completely regular semigroup and Q E Con S, then Q ” = 
@V~=Q~Q. For~,t?EConSwehaveeUBifandonlyif~vG2J=tlv~. 
Proof. From [6] it follows that QV ~2 =.~a@ for every Q E Con S. Since I%I is a 
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congruence over completely simple semigroups we have from Lemma 4.11 that 
(QV ~22~ )UQ. Consequently we also have (QV 91 )UQ’ and from Theorem 4.10 it 
follows that Q ‘/(Q v i2J ) is over completely simple semigroups. Since xG? -+x(Q v 9 ) 
is a homomorphism of S/g onto S/&V CB) and since S/9 is a semilattice, we see 
that S/(QV 9) is a semilattice. From this we infer that any congruence over com- 
pletely simple semigroups on S/(QV 68) is the equality on S/&V C@). In particular, 
Q”&Jv~)=Es,Q~~~ and e U=@vG@. 
The remaining part in the statement of the proposition now easily follows from 
the fact that for Q, BE Con S, @_&’ if and only if Q’ = 0’. CJ 
Proposition 8.2. If S is a ~omp~~teiy regular semigroup, then 
L=(e”)eeConS) 
is the principal filter of Con S consisting of all semilattice congruences on S. 
Proof. It is well known that ‘G@ is the least semilattice congruence on S. If 8 E Con S 
and 9 c_ 8, then xg -+_a+3 is a homomorphism of the semilattice S/g onto S/B and 
so S/8 is a semilattice. Hence 0 is a semilattice congruence on S if and only if 8 C 0, 
or in other words, if and only if O= BV 23. In view of Proposition 8.1 we then have 
that 8 is a semilattice congruence if and only if 0 = 0”. 0 
Corollary 8.3 (Jones [6]). If S is a completely regular semigroup, then 
@-+&P (@ECOllS) 
is a complete endomorph~~m ofCon S which induces the complete con~ruer~ce U. 
The congruence U splits. 0 
Corollary 8.4. If S is a completely regular semigroup, then 
QU-+@“/@ (@ECOilS) 
is an zoomorphism of (Con S)/U onto Con(U9). 
Proof. From Corollary 8.3 it follows that 
@J+e” (e E Con S) 
is an isomorphism of (Con S)/U onto the lattice L of Proposition 8.2. By Proposi- 
tion 8.2 and its proof, L is exactly the principal filter of Con S generated by the least 
semilattice congruence g. Hence 
eff* @% (QECOIIS) 
is an isomorphism of L onto Con(S/9). The composition of the two considered iso- 
morphisms yields the desired isomorphism. 0 
We next consider congruences on orthodox semigroups. 
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Proposition 8.5. If S is an orthodox senzigrou~ and @ E Con S, fhen Q “= ,o v Y For 
Q, f3tz Con S, we have QVB if and only if QV W= Ov W. 
Proof. From [3,14] we know that W is the least inverse congruence on S and from 
Theorem 3.8 we have that W is over rectangular bands. By Lemma 5.11 it fohows 
that (Q V “J”)V@. Consequently we aIso have (@V r/)V@ ” and from Theorem 5.9 we 
know that Q ‘/(QV W) is over rectangular bands. Since x%‘-+x(@V W) is a homo- 
morphism of S/Y onto S/(@V %‘) and since S/ Z” is an inverse semigroup, we see 
that S/&V “Y) is an inverse semigroup. From this we infer that any congruence over 
rectangular bands on S&V U) is the equality on S/t&V Y). In particular, 
@‘/(Qv V)=E~,(~~ “, and Q’=QV % 
The remaining part in the statement of the proposition easily follows from the 
fact that for Q, BE Con S, Q VO if and only if ,Q ‘= 8 li. D 
Proposition 8.6. If S is an orthodox sen?~grou~, then 
L={eVleeConS} 
is the principal filter on Con S consisting of all inverse semigroup congruences on S. 
Proof. From [3,14] it follows that Wis the least inverse semigroup congruence on 
S. If BE Con S and YC 0, then x%‘-+xB is a homomorphism of the inverse semi- 
group S/ ‘Y onto S/B and so S/B is an inverse semigroup. Hence 8 is an inverse semi- 
group congruence on S if and only if WC 8, or in other words, if and only if 
0 = Bv 7’. In view of Proposition 8.5 we then have that t? is an inverse semigroup 
congruence if and only if 8 = B ‘. El 
Corollary 8.7. If S is an orthodox semigroup, then 
e-e” (QeConS) 
is a complete endomorphism of Con S which induces the complete congruence V. 
The congruence V splits. 0 
Corollary 8.8. If S is an orthodox semigroup, then 
eV-+Q’/Y (QeConS) 
is an isomorphism of (Con S)/V onto Con(S/‘V). 
Proof. From Corollary 8.7 it follows that 
QI+?” (Q E Con S) 
is an isomorphism of (Con S)/V onto the lattice L of Proposition 8.6. By Proposi- 
tion 8.6 and its proof, L is exactly the principal filter on Con S which is generated 
by the least inverse semigroup congruence ‘@‘. Hence 
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ev+ @“/U (@ECOllS) 
is an isomorphism of L onto Con(S/%‘). The composition of the two considered iso- 
morphisms yields the desired isomorphism. q 
Theorem 8.9 (Eb~rhart and Williams [ 11). 1fS is an or~~o~o~se~~gro~~, then Cork S 
is a subdirect product of Con(S/V) and (Con S)/T. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 7.2 and Corollary 8.8. q 
In the same way one proves the following series of results which are implicitly in 
[15]: 
Proposition 8.10. If S is a band of groups and Q E Con S, then Q T = Q v 2. For 
e,BEConS, we have @TO if and only if evX=OvYk’. U 
Proposition 8.11. If S is a band of groups, then 
L=(@~j@EConS} 
is the principal filter of Con S consisting of all band congruences on S. 0 
Corollary 8.12. If S is a band of groups, then 
e-+er (QEConS) 
is a complete endomorphism of Con S which induces the complete congruence T. 
The congruence T splits. 17 
Corollary 8.13. If S is a band of groups, then 
QT--+Q~/X (@EConS) 
is an isomorphism of (Con S)/T onto Con(S/YQ. Cl 
Theorem 8.14. If S is a band of groups, then Con S is a subdirect product of 
Con(S/%) and (Con S)/V. Cl 
The combination of Theorem 7.2(iii) and Corollaries 8.8 and 8.13 yields the 
following: 
Theorem 8.15. If S is an orthodox band of groups, then Con S is a subdirect product 
qf Con(S/X) and Con(S/V). Cl 
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